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Abstract– We present a method to jointly optimize

the cost and the performance of delivering traffic from

an online service provider (OSP) network to its users.

Our method, called Entact, is based on two key tech-

niques. First, it uses a novel route-injection mechanism

to measure the performance of alternative paths that are

not being currently used, without disturbing current traf-

fic. Second, based on the cost, performance, traffic, and

link capacity information, it computes the optimal cost

vs. performance curve for the OSP. Each point on the

curve represents a potential operating point for the OSP

such that no other operating point offers a simultaneous

improvement in cost and performance. The OSP can

then pick the operating point that represents the desired

trade-off (e.g., the “sweet spot”). We evaluate the benefit

and overhead of Entact using trace-driven evaluation in

a large OSP with 11 geographically distributed data cen-

ters. We find that by using Entact this OSP can reduce its

traffic cost by 40% without any increase in path latency

and with acceptably low overheads.

1 Introduction

Providers of online services such as search, maps, and

instant messaging are experiencing an enormous growth

in demand. Google attracts over 5 billion search queries

per month [2], and Microsoft’s Live Messenger attracts

over 330 million active users each month [5]. To satisfy

this global demand, online service providers (OSPs) op-

erate a network of geographically dispersed data centers

and connect with many Internet service providers (ISPs).

Different users interact with different data centers, and

ISPs help the OSPs carry traffic to and from the users.

Two key considerations for OSPs are the cost and the

performance of delivering traffic to its users. Large OSPs

such as Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo! send and receive

traffic that exceeds a petabyte per day. Accordingly, they

bear huge costs to transport data.

While cost is clearly of concern, performance of traf-

fic is critical as well because revenue relies directly on it.

Even small increments in user-experienced delay (e.g.,

page load time) can lead to significant loss in revenue

through a reduction in purchases, search queries, or ad-

vertisement click-through rates [20]. Because applica-

tion protocols involve multiple round trips, small incre-

ments in path latency can lead to large increments in

user-experienced delay.

The richness of OSP networks makes it difficult to op-

timize the cost and performance of traffic. There are nu-

merous destination prefixes and numerous choices for

mapping users to data centers and for selecting ISPs.

Each choice has different different cost and performance

characteristics. For instance, while some ISPs are free,

some are exorbitantly expensive. Making matters worse,

cost and performance must be optimized jointly because

the trade-off between the two factors can be complex. We

show that optimizing for cost alone leads to severe per-

formance degradation and optimizing for performance

alone leads to significant cost.

To our knowledge, no automatic traffic engineering

(TE) methods exist today for OSP networks. TE for

OSPs requires a different formulation than that for tran-

sit ISPs or multihomed stub networks. In the traditional

intra-domain TE for transit ISPs, the goal is to balance

load across multiple internal paths [13, 18, 23]. End-to-

end user performance is not considered.

Unlike multihomed stub networks, OSPs can source

traffic from any of their multiple data centers. This

flexibility adds a completely new dimension to the op-

timization. Further, large OSPs connect to hundreds of

ISPs – two orders of magnitude more than multihomed

stub networks – which calls for highly scalable solu-

tions. Another assumption in TE schemes for multi-

homed sites [7, 8, 15] is that each connected ISP offers

paths to all Internet destinations. This assumption is not

valid in the OSP context.
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Given the limitations of the current TE methods, the

state of the art for optimizing traffic in OSP networks

is rather rudimentary. Operators manually configure a

delicate balance between cost and performance. Because

of the complexity of large OSP networks, the operating

point thus achieved can be far from desirable.

We present the design and evaluation of Entact, the

first TE scheme for OSP networks. We identify and ad-

dress two primary challenges in realizing such a scheme.

First, because the interdomain routing protocol (BGP)

does not include performance information, performance

is unknown for paths that can be used but are not be-

ing currently used. We must estimate the performance of

such paths without actually redirecting traffic to them as

redirection can be disruptive. We overcome this chal-

lenge via a novel route injection technique. To mea-

sure an unused path for a prefix, Entact selects an IP ad-

dress ip within the prefix and installs a route for ip/32
to routers in the OSP network. Because of the longest-

prefix match rule, packets destined to ip will follow the

installed route while the rest of the traffic will continue

to use the current route.

The second challenge is to use the cost, performance,

traffic volume, and link capacity information to find in

real time a TE strategy that matches the OSP’s goals.

Previous algorithmic studies of route selection optimize

one of the two metrics, performance or cost, with the

other as the fixed constraint. However, from conver-

sations with the operators of a large OSP, we learned

that often there is no obvious answer for which met-

ric should be selected as the fixed constraint, as profit

depends on the complex trade-off between performance

and cost. Entact uses a novel joint optimization tech-

nique that finds the entire trade-off curve and lets the op-

erator pick a desirable point on that curve. Such a tech-

nique provides operators with useful insight and a range

of options for configuring the network as desired.

We demonstrate the benefits of Entact in Microsoft’s

global network (MSN), one of the largest OSPs today.

Because we are not allowed to arbitrarily change the

paths used by various prefixes, we conduct a trace-driven

study. We implement the key components of Entact and

measure the relevant routing, traffic, and performance in-

formation. We use this information to simulate Entact-

based TE in MSN. We find that compared to the com-

mon (manual) practices today, Entact can reduce the total

traffic cost by up to 40% without compromising perfor-

mance. We also find that these benefits can be realized

with low overhead. Exploring two closest data centers

for each destination prefix and one non-default route at

each data center tends to be enough, and changing routes

once per hour tends to be enough.
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Figure 1: Typical network architecture of a large OSP.

2 Traffic Cost and Performance for OSPs

In this section, we describe the architecture of a typical

OSP network. We also outline the unique cost and per-

formance optimization opportunities that arise in OSP

networks by exploiting the presence of a diverse set of

alternative paths for transporting service traffic.

2.1 OSP network architecture

Figure 1 illustrates the typical network architecture of

large OSPs. To satisfy global user demand, such OSPs

have data centers (DCs) in multiple geographical loca-

tions. Each DC hosts a large number of servers, any-

where from several hundreds to hundreds of thousands.

For cost, performance, and robustness, each DC is con-

nected to many ISPs that are responsible for carrying

traffic between the OSP and its millions of users. Large

OSPs such as Google and Microsoft often also have their

own backbone network to interconnect the DCs.

2.2 Cost of carrying traffic

The traffic of an OSP traverses both internal links that

connect the DCs and external links that connect to neigh-

boring ISPs. The cost model is different for the two types

of links. The internal links are either dedicated or leased.

Their cost is incurred during acquisition, and any recur-

ring cost is independent of the traffic volume that they

carry. Hence, we can ignore this cost when engineering

an OSP’s traffic.

The cost of an external link is a function of traffic vol-

ume, i.e., F (v), where F is a non-decreasing cost func-

tion and v is the charging volume of the traffic. The cost

function F is commonly of the form price × v, where

price is the unit traffic volume price of a link. The charg-

ing volume v is based on actual traffic volume. A com-

mon practice is to use the 95th-percentile (P95). Under
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this scheme, the traffic volume on the link is sampled for

every 5-minute interval. At the end of a billing period,

e.g., a month, the charging volume is the 95th percentile

across all the samples. Thus, the largest 5% of the in-

tervals are not considered, which protects an OSP from

being charged for short bursts of traffic.

In principle, the charging volume is the maximum of

the P95 traffic in either direction. However, since user re-

quests tend to be much smaller than server replies for on-

line services, the outgoing direction dominates. Hence,

we ignore inbound traffic when optimizing the cost of

OSP traffic.

2.3 Performance measure of interest

There are several ways to measure the user-perceived

performance of an online service. In consultation with

OSP operators, we use round trip time (RTT) as the per-

formance measure, which includes the latency between

the DC and the end host along both directions. The per-

formance of many online services, such as search, email,

maps, and instant messaging, is latency-bound. Small in-

crements in latency can lead to significant losses in rev-

enue [20] .

Some online services may also be interested in other

performance measures such as available bandwidth or

loss rate along the path. A challenge with using these

measures for optimizing OSP traffic is scalable estima-

tion of performance for tens of thousands of paths. Ac-

curate estimation of available bandwidth or loss rate

using current techniques requires a large number of

probes [17, 19, 25]. We leave for the future the task of

extending our work to other performance measures.

2.4 Cost-performance optimization

A consequence of the distributed and rich connectivity

of an OSP network is that an OSP can easily have more

than a hundred ways to reach a given user in a destination

prefix. First, an OSP usually replicates an online service

across multiple DCs in order to improve user experience

and robustness. An incoming user request can thus be

directed to any one of these DCs, e.g., using DNS redi-

rection. Second, the traffic to a given destination prefix

can be routed to the user via one of many routes, either

provided by one of the ISPs that directly connect to that

DC or by one of the ISPs that connect to another DC at

another location (by first traversing internal links). As-

suming P DCs and an total of Q ISPs, the number of

possible alternative paths for a request-response round

trip is P ∗ Q. (An OSP can select which DC will serve a

destination prefix, but it typically does not control which

link is used by the incoming traffic.)

The large number of possible alternative paths and dif-

ferences in their cost and performance creates an op-

portunity for optimizing OSP traffic. This optimization

needs to select the target DC and the outgoing route for

each destination prefix. The (publicly known) state-of-

the-art in optimizing OSP traffic is mostly manual and

ad hoc. The default practice is to map a destination pre-

fix to a geographically close DC and to let BGP control

the outgoing route from that DC. BGP’s route selection

is performance-agnostic and can take cost into account in

a coarse manner at best. On top of that, exceptions may

be configured manually for prefixes that have very poor

performance or very high cost.

The complexity of the problem, however, limits the

effectiveness of manual methods. Effective optimization

requires decisions based on the cost-performance trade-

offs of hundreds of thousands of prefixes. Worse, the

decisions for various prefixes cannot be made indepen-

dently because path capacity constraints create complex

dependencies among prefixes. Automatic methods are

thus needed to manage this complexity. The develop-

ment of such methods is the focus of our work.

3 Problem Formulation

Consider an OSP as a set of data centers DC = {dci}
and a set of external links LINK = {linkj}. The DCs

may or may not be interconnected with backbone links.

The OSP needs to deliver traffic to a set of destination

prefixes D = {dk} on the Internet. For each dk, the OSP

has a variety of paths to route the request and reply traf-

fic, as illustrated in Figure 2. A TE strategy is defined

as a collection of assignments of the traffic (request and

reply) for each dk to a path(dci, linkj). Each assign-

ment conceptually consists of two selections, namely DC

selection, e.g., selecting a dci, and route selection, e.g.,

selecting a linkj . The assignments are subject to two

constraints. First, the traffic carried by an external link

should not exceed its capacity. Second, a prefix dk can

use linkj only if the corresponding ISP (which may be a

peer ISP instead of a provider) provides routes to dk.

Each possible TE strategy has a certain level of ag-

gregate performance and incurs certain traffic cost to the

OSP. Our goal is to discover the optimal TE strategies

that represent the cost-performance trade-offs desired by

the OSP. For instance, the OSP might want to maximize

performance for a given cost. Additionally, the relevant

inputs to this optimization are highly dynamic. Path per-

formance as well as traffic volume of a prefix, which de-

termines cost, change with time. We thus want an effi-

cient, online scheme that adapts the TE strategy as the

inputs evolve.
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Figure 2: OSP traffic engineering problem.

4 Entact Key Techniques

In this section, we provide an overview of the key tech-

niques in Entact. We present the details of their imple-

mentations in the next section. There are two primary

challenges in the design of an online TE scheme in a

large OSP network. The first challenge is to measure

in real time the performance and cost of routing traffic to

a destination prefix via any one of its many alternative

paths that are not currently being used, without actually

redirecting the current traffic to those alternative paths.

Further, to keep up with temporal changes in network

conditions, this measurement must be conducted at suf-

ficiently fine granularity. The second challenge is to use

that cost-performance information in finding a TE strat-

egy that matches the OSP’s goals.

4.1 Computing cost and performance

To quantify the cost and performance of a TE strategy,

we first measure the performance of individual prefixes

along various alternative paths. This information is then

used to compute the aggregate performance and cost

across all prefixes.

4.1.1 Measuring performance of individual prefixes

Our goal is to measure the latency of an alternative path

for a prefix with minimal impact on the current traffic,

e.g., without actually changing the path being currently

used for that prefix. One possible approach is to in-

fer this latency based on indirect measurements. Pre-

vious studies have proposed various techniques for pre-

dicting the latency between two end points on the Inter-

net [10,14,22,27]. However, they are designed to predict

the latency of the current path between two end points in

the Internet, and hence are not applicable to our task of

measuring alternative paths.

We measure the RTT of alternative paths directly us-

ing a novel route injection technique. To measure an al-

ternative path which uses a non-default route R for pre-

fix p, we select an IP address ip within p and install the

route R for ip/32 in the network. This special route is

installed to the routers in the OSP by a BGP daemon that

maintains iBGP peering sessions with them. Because

of the longest-prefix match rule, packets destined to ip
will follow the route R and the rest of the traffic will

follow the default route. Once the alternative route is in-

stalled, we can measure the RTT to p along the route R
using data-plane probes to ip (details in §5.1). Simul-

taneous measurements of multiple alternative paths can

be achieved by choosing a distinct IP address for each

alternative path.

4.1.2 Computing performance of a TE strategy

The measurements of individual prefixes can be used

to compute the aggregate performance of any given TE

strategy. We use the weighted average RTT (wRTT ),
P

volp×RTTp
P

volp
, of all the traffic as the aggregate perfor-

mance measure, where volp is the volume of traffic to

prefix p, and RTTp is the RTT of the path to p in the

given TE strategy. The traffic volume volp is estimated

based on the Netflow data collected in the OSP.

4.1.3 Computing cost of a TE strategy

A challenge in optimizing traffic cost is that the actual

traffic cost is calculated based on the 95% link utiliza-

tion over a long billing period (e.g., a month), while an

online TE scheme needs to operate at intervals of min-

utes or hours. While there exist online TE schemes that

optimize P95 traffic cost [15], the complexity of such

schemes makes them inapplicable to a large OSP net-

work with hundreds of neighbor ISPs. We thus choose to

only consider short-term cost in TE optimization rather

than directly optimizing P95 cost. Our hypothesis is that,

by consistently employing low-cost strategies in each

short interval, we can lower the actual traffic cost over

the billing period. We present results that validate this

hypothesis in §7.

We use a simple computation to quantify the cost of a

TE strategy in an interval. As discussed in §2.2, we need

to focus only on the external links. For each external link

L, we add the traffic volume to all prefixes that choose

that link in the TE strategy, e.g., V olL =
∑

p volp, where

prefix p uses link L for volp amount of traffic. The total

traffic cost of the OSP is
∑

L FL(V olL), where FL(.) is

the pricing function of the link L. Because this measure

of cost is not the actual traffic cost over the billing period,

we refer to this measure as pseudo cost.
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space.

4.2 Computing optimal TE strategies

We now present our optimization framework that uses

the cost and performance information to derive the desir-

able TE strategy for an OSP. We first assume the traffic

to a destination prefix can be arbitrarily divided among

multiple alternative paths and obtain a class of optimal

TE strategies. In this class of strategies, one cannot im-

prove performance without sacrificing cost or vice versa.

Second, we describe how we select a strategy in this class

that best matches the cost-performance trade-off that the

OSP desires. Third, since in practice the traffic to a pre-

fix cannot be arbitrarily split among multiple alternative

paths, we devise an efficient heuristic to find an integral

solution that approximates the desired fractional one.

4.2.1 Searching for optimal strategy curve

Given a TE strategy, we can plot its cost and performance

(weighted average RTT or wRTT ) on a 2-D plane. This

is illustrated in Figure 3 where each dot represents a strat-

egy. The number of strategies is combinatorial, Np
Na for

Np prefixes and Na alternative paths per prefix. A key

observation is that not all strategies are worth exploring.

In fact, we only need to consider a small subset of opti-

mal strategies that form the lower-left boundary of all the

dots on the plane. A strategy is optimal if no other strat-

egy has both lower wRTT and lower cost. Effectively,

the curve connecting all the optimal strategies forms an

optimal strategy curve on the plane.

To compute this curve, we sweep from a lower bound

on possible wRTT values to an upper bound on possi-

ble wRTT values at small increments, e.g., 1 ms, and

compute the minimum cost for each wRTT value in this

range. These bounds are set loosely, e.g., the lower

bound can be zero and the upper bound can be ten times

the wRTT of the default strategy.

Given a wRTT R in this range, we compute the min-

imum cost using linear programing (LP). Following the

notations in Figure 2, let fkij be the fraction of traffic to

dk that traverses path(dci, linkj) and rttkij be the RTT

to dk via path(dci, linkj). The problem of computing

cost can then be described as:

min pseudoCost =
X

j

(pricej ×
X

k

X

i

(fkij × volk)),

subject to:

X

k

X

i

(fkij × volk) ≤ µ × capj (1)

X

k

X

i

X

j

(fkij × volk × rttkij) ≤
X

k

volk × R (2)

X

i

X

j

fkij = 1 (3)

∀k, i, j 0 ≤ fkij ≤ 1 (4)

Condition 1 represents the capacity constraint for each

external link and µ is a constant (by default 0.95) that

reserves some spare capacity to accommodate potential

traffic variations for online TE. Condition 2 represents

the wRTT constraint. Condition 3 ensures all the traf-

fic to a destination is carried. The objective is to find

feasible values for variables fkij that minimize the total

pseudo cost. Solving such an LP for all possible values

of R and connecting the TE strategy points thus obtained

yield the optimal strategy curve.

4.2.2 Selecting a desirable optimal strategy

Each strategy on the optimal strategy curve represents a

particular tradeoff between performance and cost. Based

on its desired tradeoff, an OSP will typically be inter-

ested in one or more of these strategies. Some of these

strategies are easy to identify, such as minimum cost for

a given performance or minimum wRTT for a given cost

budget. Sometimes, an OSP may desire a more com-

plex tradeoff between cost and performance. For such an

OSP, we take a parameter K as an input. This parameter

represents the additional unit cost the OSP is willing to

bear for a unit decrease in wRTT.

The desirable strategy for a given K corresponds to

the point in the optimal strategy curve where the slope

of the curve becomes higher than K when going from

right to left. More intuitively, this point is also the “turn-

ing point” or the “sweet spot” when the optimal strategy

curve is plotted after scaling the wRTT by K . We can au-

tomatically identify this point along the curve as the one

with the minimum value of pseudoCost + K · wRTT .
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This point is guaranteed to be unique because the opti-

mal strategy curve is convex. For convenience, we de-

fine pseudoCost + K · wRTT as the utility of a strat-

egy. Lower utility values are better. We can directly

find this turning point by slightly modifying the origi-

nal optimization problem to minimize utility instead of

by solving the original optimization problem for all pos-

sible wRTT values.

4.2.3 Finding a practical strategy

The desirable strategy identified above assumes that traf-

fic to a prefix can be split arbitrarily across multiple

paths. In practice, however, the traffic to a prefix can

only take one alternative path at a time, and hence vari-

ables fkij must be either 0 or 1. Imposing this require-

ment makes the optimization problem an Integer Linear

Programming (ILP) problem, which is NP-hard. We de-

vise a heuristic to approximate the fractional solution to

an optimal strategy with an integral solution. Intuitively,

our heuristic searches for an integral solution “near” the

desired fractional one.

We start with the fractional solution and sort all the

destination prefixes dk in the ascending order based on

availk =
∑

j∈Rk
⌊

availCapj

volk
⌋, where volk is the traffic

volume to dk, Rk is the set of external links that have

routes to reach dk, and availCapj is the available ca-

pacity at linkj . The availCapj is initialized to be the

capacity of linkj and updated each time a prefix is as-

signed to use this link. The availk measure gives high

priority to prefixes with large traffic volume and small

available capacity. We then greedily assign the prefixes

to paths in the sorted order.

Given a destination dk and its corresponding fkij ’s in

the fractional solution, we randomly assign all of its traf-

fic to one of the paths path(dci, linkj) that has enough

residual capacity for dk with a probability proportional to

fkij . Compared to assigning the traffic to the path with

the largest fkij , random assignment is more robust to a

bad decision for one particular destination. Once a pre-

fix is assigned, the available capacity of the selected link

is adjusted accordingly, and the availk-based ordering

of the remaining unassigned prefixes is updated as well.

In theory, better integral solutions can be obtained using

more sophisticated methods [26]. But as we show later,

our simple heuristic approximates the fractional solution

closely.

5 Prototype Implementation

In this section, we describe our implementation of En-

tact. As shown in Figure 4, there are three inputs to En-

tact. The first input is Netflow data from all routers in the

Netflow data
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Live IP
collector
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Alternative
path RTT

Live IPs
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Live IP
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TE strategyoptimizer TE strategy

external link
price, etc.

Figure 4: The Entact architecture

OSP network, which gives us information on flows cur-

rently traversing the network. The second input is rout-

ing tables from all routers, which gives us information

not only on routes currently being used and but also on

alternative routes offered by neighbor ISPs. The third in-

put is the information on link capacities and prices. The

output of Entact is a recommended TE strategy.

Entact divides time into fixed-length windows of size

TEwin and a new output is produced in every window.

To compute the TE strategy in window i, the measure-

ments of traffic volume and path performance from the

previous window are used. We assume that these quan-

tities change at a rate that is much slower than TEwin.

We later validate this assumption and also evaluate the

impact of TEwin. The recommended TE strategy is ap-

plied to the OSP network by injecting the selected routes,

similar to the route injection of /32 IP addresses.

5.1 Measuring path performance

As mentioned before, to obtain measurements on the per-

formance of alternative paths to a prefix, we inject spe-

cial routes to IP addresses in that prefix and then measure

performance by sending probes to those IP addresses.

We identify IP addresses within a prefix that respond to

our probes using the Live IP collector component (Fig-

ure 4). The Route Injector component injects routes to

those IP addresses, and the Probers measure the path per-

formance. We describe each of these components below.

Live IP collector. Live IP collector is responsible for ef-

ficiently discovering IP addresses in a prefix that respond

to our probes. A randomly chosen IP address in a prefix

is unlikely to be responsive. We use a combination of two

methods to discover live IP addresses. The first method

is to probe a subset of IP addresses that are found in Net-

flow data. The second method is the heuristic proposed

in [28]. This heuristic prioritizes and orders probes to a
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small subset of IP addresses that are likely to respond,

e.g., *.1 or *.127 addresses, and hence is more efficient

than random scanning of IP addresses.

Discovering one responsive IP address in a prefix is

not enough; we need multiple IP addresses to probe mul-

tiple paths simultaneously and also to verify if the prefix

is in a single geographical location (see §6.1). Even the

combination of our two methods does not always find

enough responsive IP addresses for every Internet prefix.

In this paper, we restrict ourselves to those prefixes for

which we can find enough responsive IP addresses. We

show, however, that our results likely apply to all pre-

fixes. In the future, we plan to overcome this responsive

IP limitation by enlisting user machines, e.g., through

browser toolbars.

Route injector. Route injector selects alternative routes

from the routing table obtained from routers in the OSP

network, and installs the selected alternative routes on

the routers. The route injector is a BGP daemon that

maintains iBGP session with all core and edge routers

in the OSP network. The daemon dynamically sends and

withdraws crafted routes to those routers. We explain the

details of the injection process using a simple example.

We denote a path for a prefix p from data center DC
as path(DC, egress − nexthop), where egress is the

OSP’s edge router along the path, and nexthop is the

ISP’s next hop router that is willing to forward traffic

from egress to p. In Figure 5, suppose the default BGP

route of p follows path(DC, E1 −N1) and we have two

other alternative paths. Given an IP address IP2 within

p, to measure an alternative path path(DC, E2−N2) we

do the following,

• Inject IP2/32 with nexthop as E2 into all the core

routers C1, C2, and C3

• Inject IP2/32 with nexthop as N2 into E2.

Now, traffic to IP2 will traverse the alternative path that

we want to measure, while all traffic to other IP addresses

in p, e.g., IP1, will still follow the default path. Simi-

larly, we can inject another IP address IP3/32 within p
and simultaneously measure the performance of the two

alternative paths. With n IP addresses in a prefix, we can

simultaneously measure the performance of n alternative

paths from each DC. The route injection only needs to be

performed once. The injected routes are re-used across

all TE windows, and updated only when there are routing

changes. If more than n paths need to be measured, we

can divide a TE window into smaller slots, and measure

only n paths in each slot. In this case, the route injector

needs to refresh the injected routes for each slot.

We implement the daemon that achieves the above

functionality by feeding configuration commands to

C3

N3

N2

N1DC

C1

E1

E2
C2

P

IP1

IP3

IP2

OSP

ISP

ISP

ISP

Figure 5: Route injection in a large OSP network.

drive bgpd, an existing BGP daemon [3]. We omit im-

plementation details due to space limit. It is important,

however, to note that the core and edge routers should be

configured to keep the injected routes only to themselves.

Therefore, route injection does not encounter route con-

vergence problems, or trigger any route propagation in

or outside the OSP network.

Probers. Probers are located at all data centers in the

OSP network and probe the live IPs along the selected

alternative paths to measure their performance. For each

path, a prober takes five RTT samples and uses the me-

dian as the representative estimate of that path. The prob-

ing module sends a TCP ACK packet to a random high

port of the destination. This will often trigger the desti-

nation to return a TCP RST packet. Compared with us-

ing ICMP probes, the RTT measured by TCP ACK/RST

is closer to the latency experienced by applications be-

cause ICMP packets may be forwarded in the network

with lower priority [16].

5.2 Computing TE strategy

The computation of the TE strategy is based on the path

performance data, the prefix traffic volume information,

and the desired operating point of the OSP. The prefix

traffic volume is computed by the traffic preprocessor

component in Figure 4. It uses Netflow streams from

all core routers and computes the traffic volume to each

prefix by mapping each destination IP address to a prefix.

For scalability, the Netflow data in our implementation is

sampled at the rate of 1/1000.

Finally, the TE optimizer component implements

the optimization process described in §4.2. It uses

MOSEK [6] to solve the LP problems required to gen-

erate the optimal strategy. After identifying the optimal

fractional strategy, the optimizer converts it to an integer

strategy which becomes the output of the optimization

process.

7



Figure 6: Location of the 11 DCs used in experiments.

6 Experimental Setup

We conduct experiments in Microsoft’s global network

(MSN), one of the largest OSPs today. Figure 6 shows

the location of the 11 MSN DCs that we use. These

DCs span North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific and

are inter-connected with high-speed dedicated and leased

links that form the backbone of MSN. MSN has roughly

2K external links, many of which are free peering be-

cause that helps to lower transit cost for both MSN and its

neighbors. The number of external links per DC varies

from fewer than ten to several hundreds, depending on

the location. We assume that services and corresponding

user data are replicated to all DCs. In reality, some ser-

vices may not be present at some of the the DCs. The

remainder of this section describes how we select des-

tination prefixes and how we quantify the performance

and cost of a TE strategy.

6.1 Targeted destination prefixes

To reduce the overhead of TE, we focus on the high-

volume prefixes that carry the bulk of traffic and whose

optimization has significant effects on the aggregate cost

and performance. We start with the top 30K prefixes

which account for 90% of the total traffic volume. A

large prefix advertised in global routing sometimes spans

multiple geographical locations [21]. We could han-

dle multi-location prefixes by splitting them into smaller

sub-prefixes. However, as explained below, we would

need enough live IP addresses in each sub-prefix to deter-

mine whether a sub-prefix is single-location or not. Due

to the limited number of live IP addresses we can dis-

cover for each prefix (§5.1), we bypass the multi-location

or low-volume prefixes in this paper.

We consider a prefix to be at a single location if the

difference between the RTTs to any pair of IP addresses

in it is under 5 ms. This is the typical RTT value between

two nodes in the same metropolitan region [21]. A key

parameter in this method is Nip, the number of live IP
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Region N.Amer. Europe A.Pac. Lat.Amer. Africa

%prefix 58 28 8 5 < 1

%traffic 59 29 6 6 < 1

Table 1: Locations of the 6K prefixes in our experiments.

addresses to which the RTTs are measured. On the one

hand, we need to measure enough live IP addresses in or-

der not to mis-classify a multi-location prefix as a single-

location one. On the other hand, we can only identify a

limited number of live IP addresses in a prefix.

To choose an appropriate Nip, we examine the 4.1K

prefixes that have at least 8 live IP addresses. Figure 7

illustrates the distributions of the maximum RTT differ-

ence of each of these prefixes as Nip varies from 2 to

8. While the gap is significant between the distributions

of Nip=2 and Nip=4, it becomes less pronounced as Nip

increases beyond 4. There is only an 8% difference be-

tween the distributions of Nip= 4 and Nip=8 when the

maximum RTT difference is 5 ms. We thus pick Nip = 4
to balance the accuracy of single-location prefix identifi-

cation and the number of prefixes available for use.

After discarding prefixes with fewer than 4 live IP ad-

dresses, we are left with 15K prefixes. After further dis-

carding prefixes that are deemed multi-location, we are

left with 6K prefixes which we use in our study. Table 1

characterizes these prefixes by continents and traffic vol-

umes. While a large portion of the prefixes and traffic

are from North America and Europe, we also have some

coverage in the remaining three continents. The prefixes

are in 2,791 distinct ASes and account for 26% of the to-

tal MSN traffic. The number of alternative routes for a

prefix varies at different DC locations. Among the 66K

DC-prefix pairs, 61% have 1 to 4 routes, 27% has 5 to 8

routes, and the remaining 11% has more than 8 routes.

Our focus on a subset of prefixes raises two questions.

First, are the results based on these prefixes applicable to

8



all prefixes? Second, how should we appropriately scale

link capacities? We consider both questions next.

6.1.1 Representativeness of selected prefixes

We argue that the subset of prefixes that we study lets

us estimate well the cost-performance trade-off for all

traffic carried by MSN. For a given set of prefixes, the

benefits of TE optimization hinge on the existence of al-

ternative paths that are shorter or cheaper than the one

used in the default TE strategy. We find that in this re-

spect our chosen set of prefixes (Ps) is similar to other

prefixes. We randomly select 14K high-volume prefixes

(Ph) and 4K low-volume prefixes (Pl), which account for

29% and 0.8% of the total MSN traffic respectively. For

each prefix p in Ph or Pl, we can identify 2 live IP ad-

dresses at the same location (with RTT difference under

5 ms). This means at least some sub-prefix of p will be

at a single-location, even though p could span multiple

locations.

For each prefix in Ps, Ph and Pl, we measure the RTT

of the default route and three other randomly selected al-

ternative routes from all the 11 DCs every 20 minutes

for 1 day. We compare the default path used by the de-

fault TE strategy, e.g., the path chosen by BGP from the

closest DC, with all other 43 (may be fewer due to the

availability of routes) alternative paths. Figure 8 illus-

trates the number of alternative paths that are better than

the default path in terms of (a) performance, (b) cost, or

(c) both. We see that the distributions are similar for the

three sets of prefixes, which suggests that each set has

similar cost-performance trade-off characteristics. Thus,

our TE optimization results based on Ps are likely to hold

for other traffic in MSN.

6.1.2 Scaling link capacity

Each external link has a fixed capacity that limits the traf-

fic volume that it can carry. We extract link capacities

from router configuration files in MSN. Because we only

study a subset of prefixes, we must appropriately scale

link capacities for our evaluation.

Let Pall and Ps denote the set of all the prefixes and

the set of prefixes that we study. One simple approach

is to scale down the capacity of all links by a constant

ratio = volall

vols
, where volall and vols are the traffic vol-

umes of the two set of prefixes in a given period. The

problem with this approach is that it overlooks the spa-

tial and temporal variations of traffic, since ratio actu-

ally depends on which link or which period we consider.

This prompts us to compute a ratio for each link sepa-

rately. Our observation is that a link is provisioned for

certain utilization level during peak time. Given linkj ,

we set ratioj =
peakall

j

peaks
j

, where peakall
j and peaks

j are

the peak traffic volume to Pall and to Ps under the de-

fault TE strategy during any 5-minute interval. This en-

sures the peak utilization of linkj is the same before and

after scaling. Note that peakall and peaks may occur in

different 5-minute intervals.

Our method for scaling down link capacity is influ-

enced by the default TE strategy. For instance, if linkj

never carries traffic to any prefix in Ps in the default strat-

egy, its capacity will be scaled down to zero. This limits

the alternative paths that can be explored in TE optimiza-

tion, e.g., any alternative strategies that use linkj will not

be considered even though they may help to lower wRTT

and/or cost. Due to this limitation, our results, which

show significant benefits for an OSP, actually represent a

lower bound on the benefits achievable in practice.

6.2 Quantifying performance and cost

To quantify the cost of a given TE strategy, we record

the traffic volume to each prefix and compute the traffic

volume on each external link in each 5-minute interval.

We then use this information to compute the 95% traffic

cost (P95) over the entire evaluation period. Thus, even

though Entact does not directly optimize for P95 cost,

our evaluation measures the cost that the OSP will bear

under the P95 scheme. We consider only the P95 scheme

in our evaluation because it is the dominant charging

model in MSN. Some ISPs do offer other charging mod-

els, such as long-term flat rate. Some ISPs also impose

penalties if traffic volume falls below or exceeds a certain

threshold. We leave for future work evaluating Entact

under non-P95 schemes.

To quantify the performance, we compute the wRTT

for each 5-minute interval and take the weighted average

across the entire evaluation period. A minor complica-

tion is that we do not have fine time-scale RTT measure-

ments for a prefix. To control overhead of active probing

and route injection, we obtain two measurements (where

each measurement is based on sending 5 RTT probes) in

a 20-minute interval.

We find, however, that these coarse time-scale mea-

surements are a good proxy for predicting finer time-

scale performance. To illustrate this, we randomly se-

lect 500 prefixes and 2 alternate routes for each selected

prefix. From each DC, we measure each of these 1,000

paths once a minute during a 20-minute interval. We

then divide the interval into four 5-minute intervals. For

each path and a 5-minute interval, we compute rtt5 by

averaging the 5 measurements in that interval. For the

same path, we also compute r̃tt20 by averaging two ran-

domly selected measurements in the 20-minute interval.

We conduct this experiment for 1 day and calculate the
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Figure 8: Number of alternative paths that are better than the default path in the set of 6K single-location prefixes, the

set of 14K other high-volume prefixes, and the set of 4K randomly selected low-volume prefixes.

difference between rtt5 and r̃tt20 of all paths. It turns

out that r̃tt20 are indeed very close to rtt5. The differ-

ence is under 1 ms and 5 ms in 78% and 92% of the cases

respectively.

7 Results

In this section, we demonstrate and explain the benefits

of online TE optimization in MSN. We also study how

the TE optimization results are affected by a few key pa-

rameters in Entact, including the number of DCs, num-

ber of alternative routes, and TE optimization window.

Our results are based on one-week of data collected in

September 2009, which allows us to capture the time-of-

day and day-of-week patterns. Since the traffic and per-

formance characteristics in MSN are usually quite stable

over several weeks, we expect our results to be applica-

ble to longer duration as well.

Currently, the operators of MSN only allow us to in-

ject /32 prefixes into the network in order to restrict the

impact of Entact on customer traffic. As a result, we

have limited capability in implementing a non-default

TE strategy since we cannot arbitrarily change the DC

selection or route selection for any prefix. Instead, we

can only simulate a non-default TE strategy based on the

routing, performance and traffic data collected under the

default TE strategy in MSN. When presenting the follow-

ing TE optimization results, we assume that the routing,

performance and traffic to each prefix do not change un-

der different TE strategies. This is a common assumption

made by most of the existing work on TE [9,12,15]. We

hope to study the effectiveness of Entact without such

restrictions in the future.

7.1 Benefits of TE optimization

Figure 9 compares the wRTT and cost of four TE strate-

gies, including the default, Entact10 (K = 10), Lowest-

Cost (minimizing cost with K = 0), and BestPerf (min-

imizing wRTT with K = inf ). We use 20-minute TE
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Figure 9: Comparison of various TE strategies.

window and 4 alternative routes from each DC for TE op-

timization. The x-axis is the wRTT in milliseconds and

the y-axis is the relative cost. We cannot reveal the actual

dollar cost for confidentiality reason. There is a big gap

between the default strategy and Entact10, which indi-

cates the former is far from optimal. In fact, Entact10 can

reduce the default cost by 40% without inflating wRTT.

This could lead to enormous amount of savings for MSN

since it spends tens of millions of dollars a year on transit

traffic cost.

We also notice there is significant tradeoff between

cost and performance among the optimal strategies. In

one extreme, the LowestCost strategy can eliminate al-

most all the transit cost by diverting traffic to free peer-

ing links. But this comes at the expense of inflating the

default wRTT by 38 ms. Such a large RTT increase will

notably degrade user-perceived performance when am-

plified by the many round trips involved in download-

ing content-rich Web pages. In the other extreme, the

BestPerf strategy can reduce the default wRTT by 3 ms

while increasing the default cost by 66%. This is not

an appropriate strategy either given the relatively large

cost increase and small performance gain. Entact10 ap-

pears to be at a “sweet-spot” between the two extremes.

By exposing the performance and cost of various opti-
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path type prefix wRTT (ms) pseudo cost

same 88.2% 29.6 41.1

pricier, longer 0.1% 74.5→75.1 195.1→195.1

pricier, shorter 4.6% 44.7→30.2 13.7→55.8

cheaper, longer 5.5% 27.6→39.8 738.3→177.8

cheaper, shorter 1.7% 55.5→47.8 483.7→174.4

Table 2: Comparison of paths under the default and

Entact10 strategies in terms of performance and cost.

path type prefix

non-default DC, default route 2.1%

non-default DC, non-default route 2.5%

default DC, non-default route 7.2%

Table 3: Comparison of paths under the default and

Entact10 strategies in terms of DC selection and route

selection.

mal strategies, the operators can make a more informed

decision regarding which is a desirable operating point.

To better understand the source of the improvement of-

fered by Entact10, we compare Entact10 with the default

strategy during a typical 20-minute TE window. Table 2

breaks down the prefixes based on their relative pseudo

cost and performance under these two strategies. Over-

all, the majority (88.2%) of the prefixes are assigned to

the default path in Entact10. Among the remaining pre-

fixes, very few (0.1%) use a non-default path that is both

longer and pricier than the default path (which is well

expected). Only a small number of prefixes (1.7%) use

a non-default path that is both cheaper and shorter. In

contrast, 10.1% of the prefixes use a non-default path

that is better in one metric but worse in the other. This

means Entact10 is actually making some “intelligent”

performance-cost tradeoff for different prefixes instead

of simply assigning each prefix to a “better” non-default

path. For instance, 4.6% of the prefixes use a shorter but

pricier non-default path. While this slightly increases the

pseudo cost by 42.1, it helps to reduce the wRTT of these

prefixes by 14.5 ms. More importantly, it frees up the ca-

pacity on some cheap peering links which can be used

to carry traffic for certain prefixes that incur high pseudo

cost under the default strategy. 5.5% of the prefixes use a

cheaper but longer non-default path. This helps to dras-

tically cut the pseudo cost by 560.5 at the expense of a

moderate increase of wRTT (12.2 ms) for these prefixes.

Note that Entact10 may not find a free path for every

prefix due to the performance and capacity constraints.

The complexity of the TE strategy within each TE win-

dow and the dynamics of TE optimization across time

underscore the importance of employing an automated

TE scheme like Entact in a large OSP.
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Figure 10: Effect of DC selection on TE optimization.

(Utility and cost are scaled according to wRTT of the

default strategy.)

Table 3 breaks down the prefixes that use a non-default

path under Entact10 during the 20-minute TE window by

whether a non-default DC or a non-default route from

a DC is used. Both non-default DCs and non-default

routes are used under Entact10 — 4.6% of the prefixes

use a non-default DC and 9.7% of them use a non-default

route from a DC. Non-default routes appear to be more

important than non-default DCs in TE optimization. We

will further study the effect of DC selection and route

selection in §7.2 and §7.3.

Figure 9 shows that the difference between the integral

and fractional solutions of Entact10 is negligibly small.

In TE optimization, the traffic to a prefix will be split

across multiple alternative paths only when some alter-

native paths do not have enough capacity to accommo-

date all the traffic to that prefix. This seldom happens

because the traffic volume to a prefix is relatively small

compared to the capacity of a peering link in MSN.

We also compare the online Entact10 with the offline

one. In the latter case, we directly use the routing, perfor-

mance, and traffic volume information of a 20-minute TE

window to optimize TE in the same window. This rep-

resents the ideal case where there is no prediction error.

Figure 9 shows the online Entact10 incurs only a little

extra wRTT and cost compared to the offline one (The

two strategy points almost completely overlap). This is

because the RTT and traffic to most of the prefixes are

quite stable during such a short period (e.g., 20 minutes).

We will study to what extent the TE window affects the

optimization results in §7.4.

7.2 Effects of DC selection

We now study the effects of DC selection on TE opti-

mization. A larger number of DCs will provide more al-

ternative paths for TE optimization, which in turn should

lead to better improvement over the default strategy.
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Nonetheless, this will also incur greater overhead in RTT

measurement and TE optimization. We want to under-

stand how many DCs are required to attain most of the

TE optimization benefits. For each prefix, we sort the

11 DCs based on the RTT of the default route from each

DC. We only use the RTT measurements taken in the first

TE window of the evaluation period to sort the DCs. The

ordering of the DCs should be quite stable and can be

updated at a coarse-granularity, e.g., once a week. We

develop a slightly modified Entactnk which only consid-

ers the alternative paths from the closest n DCs to each

prefix for TE optimization.

Figure 10 compares the wRTT, cost, and utility

(§4.2.2) of Entactn
10

as n varies from 1 to 11. We use 4 al-

ternative routes from each DC to each prefix. Given a TE

window, as n changes, the optimal strategy curve and the

optimal strategy selected by Entactn
10

will change accord-

ingly. This complicates the comparison between two dif-

ferent Entactn
10

’s since one of them may have higher cost

but smaller wRTT. For this reason, we focus on compar-

ing the utility for different values of n. As shown in the

figure, Entact1
10

(only with route selection but no DC se-

lection) and Entact2
10

can cut the utility by 12% and 18%

respectively compared to the default strategy. The utility

reduction diminishes as n exceeds 2. This suggests that

TE optimization benefits can be attributed to both route

selection and DC selection. Moreover, selecting the clos-

est two DCs for each prefix seems to attain almost all the

TE optimization benefits. Further investigation reveals

that most prefixes have at most two nearby DCs. Using

more DCs generally will not help TE optimization be-

cause the RTT from those DCs is too large.

Note that the utility of Entact11
10

is slightly higher than

that of Entact2
10

. This is because the utility of Entactnk
is computed from the 95% traffic cost during the en-

tire evaluation period. However, Entactnk only minimizes

pseudo utility computed from pseudo cost in each TE

window. Even though the pseudo utility obtained by

Entactnk in a TE window always decreases as n grows,

the utility over the entire evaluation period may actually

move in the opposite direction.

7.3 Effects of alternative routes

We evaluate how TE optimization is affected by the num-

ber of alternative routes (m) from each DC. A larger m
will not only offer more flexibility in TE optimization

but also incur greater overhead in terms of route injec-

tion, optimization, and RTT measurement. In this exper-

iment, we measure the RTT of 8 alternative routes from

each DC to each prefix every 20 minutes for 1 day. Fig-

ure 11 illustrates the wRTT, cost, and utility of Entact10
under different m. For the same reason as in the previ-

ous section, we focus on comparing utility. As m grows
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Figure 12: Effect of the TE window on TE optimization.

from 1 to 3, the utility gradually decreases up to 14%

compared to the default strategy. The utility almost re-

mains the same after m exceeds 3. This suggests that 2

to 3 alternative routes are sufficient for TE optimization

in MSN.

7.4 Effects of TE window

Finally, we study the impact of TE window on optimiza-

tion results. Entact performs online TE in a TE window

using predicted performance and traffic information (§5).

On the one hand, both performance and traffic volume

can vary significantly within a large TE window. It will

be extremely difficult to find a fixed TE strategy that per-

forms well during the entire TE window. On the other

hand, a small TE window will incur high overhead in

route injection, RTT measurement, and TE optimization.

It may even lead to frequent user-perceived performance

variations.

Figure 12 illustrates the wRTT, cost, and utility of

Entact10 under different TE window sizes from 20 min-

utes to 4 hours. As before, we focus on comparing the

utility. We still use 4 alternative routes from each DC

to each prefix. Entact10 can attain about the same utility

reduction compared to the default strategy when the TE
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# routes
injection time CPU RIB FIB

(sec) (%) (MB) (MB)

5,000 9 3 0.81 0.99

10,000 15 2 1.61 1.72

20,000 30 3 3.22 3.18

30,000 51 4 4.84 4.64

50,000 73 7 8.06 7.57

100,000 147 17 16.12 14.88

Table 4: Route injection overhead measured on a testbed.

window is under 1 hour. This is because the performance

and traffic volume are relatively stable during such time

scale. As the TE window exceeds 1 hour, the utility no-

ticeably increases. With a 4-hour TE window, Entact10
can only reduce the default utility by 1%. In fact, be-

cause the traffic volume can fluctuate over a wide range

during 4 hours, Entact10 effectively optimizes TE for the

peak interval to avoid link congestion. This leads to a

sub-optimal TE strategy for many non-peak intervals. In

§8, we show that an 1-hour TE window imposes reason-

ably low overhead.

8 Online TE Optimization Overhead

So far, we have demonstrated the benefits provided by

Entact. In this section, we study the feasibility of deploy-

ing Entact to perform full-scale online TE optimization

in a large OSP. The key factor that determines the over-

heads of Entact is the number of prefixes. While there

are roughly 300K Internet prefixes in total, we will fo-

cus on the top 30K high-volume prefixes that account for

90% of the traffic in MSN (§6.1). Multi-location pre-

fixes may inflate the actual number of prefixes beyond

30K; we leave the study of multi-location prefixes as fu-

ture work. The results in §7.3 and §7.4 suggest that En-

tact can attain most of the benefits by using 2 alternative

routes from each DC and an 1-hour TE window. We now

evaluate the performance and scalability of key Entact

components under these settings.

8.1 Route injection

We evaluate the route injection overhead by setting up a

router testbed in the Schooner lab [4]. The testbed com-

prises a Cisco 12000 router and a PC running our route

injector. Cisco 12000 routers are commonly used in the

backbone network of large OSPs. When Entact initial-

izes, it needs to inject 30K routes into each router in or-

der to measure the RTT of the default route and one non-

default route simultaneously. This injection process can

be spread over several days to avoid overloading routers.

Table 4 shows the size of the RIB (routing information

base) and FIB (forwarding information base) as the num-

ber of injected routes grows. 30K routes merely occupy

about 4.8 MB in the RIB and FIB. Such memory over-

head is relatively small given that today’s routers typi-

cally hold roughly 300K routes (the number of all Inter-

net prefixes).

After the initial injection is done, Entact needs to con-

tinually inject routes to apply the output of the online TE

optimization. Table 4 also shows the injection time of

different number of routes. It takes only 51 seconds to

inject 30K routes, which is negligibly small compared to

the 1-hour TE window. We expect the actual number of

injected routes in a TE window to be much smaller be-

cause most prefixes will simply use a default route (§7.1).

8.2 Impact on downstream ISPs

Compared to the default TE strategy, the online TE opti-

mization performed by Entact may cause traffic to shift

more frequently. This is because Entact needs to contin-

ually adapt to changes in performance and traffic volume

in an OSP. A large traffic shift may even overload cer-

tain links in downstream ISPs, raising challenges in the

TE of these downstream ISPs. This problem may ex-

acerbate if multiple large OSPs perform such online TE

optimization simultaneously. Given a 5-minute interval

i, we define a total traffic shift to quantify the impact of

an online TE strategy on downstream ISPs:

TotalShifti =
∑

p

shifti(p)/
∑

p

voli(p)

Here, voli(p) is the traffic volume to prefix p and

shifti(p) is the traffic shift to p in interval i. If p stays

on the same path in intervals i and i − 1, shifti(p) is

computed as the increase of voli(p) over voli−1(p). Oth-

erwise, shifti(p) = voli(p). In essence, shifti(p) cap-

tures the additional traffic load imposed on downstream

ISPs relative to the previous interval. The additional traf-

fic load is either due to path change or due to natural traf-

fic demand growth.

Figure 13 compares the TotalShift under the static

TE strategy, the default TE strategy, and Entact10 over

the entire evaluation period. In the static strategy, the

TE remains the same across different intervals, and its

traffic shift is entirely caused by natural traffic demand

variations. We observe that most of the traffic shift is

actually caused by natural traffic demand variations. The

traffic shift of Entact10 is only slightly larger than that

of the default strategy. As explained in §7.1, Entact10
assigns a majority of the prefixes to a default path and

only reshuffles the traffic to roughly 10% of the prefixes.

Moreover, the paths of those 10% prefixes do not always
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Figure 13: Traffic shift under the static, default, and

Entact10 TE strategies

change across different intervals. As a result, Entact10
incurs limited extra traffic shift compared to the default

strategy.

8.3 Computation time

Entactk computes an optimal strategy in two steps: i)

solving an LP problem to find a fractional solution; ii)

converting the fractional solution into an integer one. Let

n be the number of prefixes, d be the number of DCs,

and l be the number of peering links. The number of

variables fijk in the LP problem is n×d× l. Since d and

l are usually much smaller than n and do not grow with n,

we consider the size of the LP problem to be O(n). The

worst case complexity of an LP problem is O(n3.5) [1].

The heuristic for converting the fractional solution into

an integer one (§4.2.3) requires n iterations to assign n
prefixes. In each iteration, it takes O(n log(n)) to sort

the unassigned prefixes in the worst case. Therefore, the

complexity of this step is O(n2 log(n)).

We evaluate the time to solve the LP problem since

it is the computation bottleneck in TE optimization. We

use Mosek [6] as the LP solver and measure the opti-

mization time of one TE window on a Windows Server

2008 machine with two 2.5 GHz Xeon processors and

16 GB memory. We run two experiments using the top

20K high-volume prefixes and all the 300K prefixes re-

spectively. The RTTs of the 20K prefixes are from real

measurement while the RTTs of the 300K prefixes are

generated based on the RTT distribution of the 20K pre-

fixes. We consider 2 alternative routes from each of the

11 DCs to each prefix. The traffic volume, routing, and

link price and capacity information are directly drawn

from the MSN dataset. The running time of the two ex-

periments are 9 and 171 seconds respectively, represent-

ing a small fraction of an 1-hour TE window.

8.4 Probing requirement

To probe 30K prefixes in an 1-hour TE window, the band-

width usage of each prober will be 30K (prefixes) x 2

(alternative routes) x 2 (RTT measurements) x 5 (TCP

packets) x 80 (bytes) / 3600 (seconds) = 0.1 Mbps. Such

overhead is negligibly small.

8.5 Processing traffic data

We use a Windows Server 2008 machine with two 2.5

GHz Xeon processors and 16 GB memory to collect and

process the Netflow data from all the routers in MSN.

It takes about 80 seconds to process the traffic data of

one 5-minute interval during peak time. Because Netflow

data is processed on-the-fly as the data is streamed to

Entact, such processing speed is fast enough for online

TE optimization.

9 Related Work

Our work is closely related to the recent work on explor-

ing route diversity in multihoming, which broadly falls

into two categories. The first category includes mea-

surement studies that aim to quantify the potential per-

formance benefits of exploring route diversity, including

the comparative study of overlay routing vs. multihom-

ing [7,8,11,24]. These studies typically ignore the cost of

the multihoming connectivity. In [7], Akella et al. quan-

tify the potential performance benefits of multihoming

using traces collected from a large CDN network. Their

results show that smart route selection has the potential

to achieve an average performance improvement of 25%

or more for a 2-multihomed customer in most cases, and

most of the benefits of multihoming can be achieved us-

ing 4 providers. Our work differs from these studies in

that it considers both performance and cost.

The second category of work on multihoming includes

algorithmic studies of route selection to optimize cost,

or performance under certain cost constraint [12, 15].

For example, Goldenberg et al. [15] design a number

of algorithms that assign individual flows to multiple

providers to optimize the total cost or the total latency

for all the flows under fixed cost constraint. Dhamdhere

and Dovrolis [12] develop algorithms for selecting ISPs

for multihoming to minimize cost and maximize avail-

ability, and for egress route selection that minimizes the

total cost under the constraint of no congestion. Our

work differs from these algorithmic studies in a few ma-

jor ways. First, we propose a novel joint TE optimization

technique that searches for the optimal “sweet-spot” in

the performance-cost continuum. Second, we present the

design and implementation details of a route-injection-
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based technique that measures the performance of alter-

native paths in real-time. Finally, to our knowledge, we

provide the first TE study on a large OSP network which

exhibits significantly different characteristics from mul-

tihoming stub networks previously studied.

Our work as well as previous work on route selection

in multihoming differ from numerous work on intra- and

inter-domain traffic engineering, e.g., [13, 18, 23]. The

focus of these later studies is on balancing the utilization

of ISP links instead of on optimizing end-to-end user per-

formance.

10 Conclusion

We studied the problem of optimizing cost and perfor-

mance of carrying traffic for an OSP network. This prob-

lem is unique in that an OSP has the flexibility to source

traffic from different data centers around the globe and

has hundreds of connections to ISPs, many of which

carry traffic to only parts of the Internet. We formulated

the TE optimization problem in OSP networks, and pre-

sented the design of the Entact online TE scheme. Us-

ing our prototype implementation, we conducted a trace-

driven evaluation of Entact for a large OSP with 11 data

centers. We found that that Entact can help this OSP re-

duce the traffic cost by 40% without compromising per-

formance. We also found these benefits can be realized

with acceptably low overheads.
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